Final Exams to Be Set by Class Instructors

"Finals will be held in the last one or two weeks of this month," says George L. Pursley, registrar.

Premature graduation of students for the six-week term will be held from June 20 to July 1, inclusive, in classroom No. 19. "Payments for final examinations will be made payable to the college," Pursley adds.

Veterans under GI Bill No. 40, who will receive their degree certificate only, should file attendance vouchers by June 20, inclusive. By July 1 veterans under GI Bills 22 and 23, and veterans under GI Bill No. 186, who really want to graduate, should register for the final examinations, Pursley said.

Chief's Tepee Saved!

The summer's first game was recorded last Thursday when report three Poly students attending the 1955 ROTC Summer Camp here, are pictured in action while bringing the M-1 rifle an the 100 yard range.

Hawaii Seen for CCAA

Cal Poly athletes might do well in the coming six-week seson If the colleges of the CCAA make their plans for next year's sessions.

Polys "Flash" Wins 1st Start

Lampre, Cal Poly's "flash" of speed, was given a first start at the Pleasanton track recently. He is one of 18,800 at the Pomona Thor­ more and by Louie Rubles for $8,800 at the Pomona Thoro­ run and in token whereof, he has a place where I can just rest," he was recorded last Thursday when report three Poly students attending the 1955 ROTC Summer Camp here, are pictured in action while bringing the M-1 rifle an the 100 yard range.
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Dory Need Beck

(Continued From Page 1)

Some of the American colleges visited included: Arizona State College, New Mexico College of Agriculture, Texas A & M College, University of Minnesota, North Carolina State University, University of Maryland, and Rutgers University in New Jersey. 

Dream found conditions in England similar to conditions under which California farmers work. He says that improvement work in England is progressing in this direction.

One of the most interesting developments was the Bureau of Dairying, at the Beller Food experiment station in Hereford. Ripea were also made on an unharvested farm. Drum was particularly interested in cross breeding experiments that are being conducted. The chief of the department, said that the farmers are being crossed with Indian breeds of cattle to develop more satisfactory products in the dairy industry.

For England, the Drumm school is the basis for the development of the dairy industry in England. The Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are all concerned. The Ministry of Education will lend its support to the dairy industry in England. The Ministry of Agriculture will lend its support to the dairy industry in England.

Drumm attended a bull show in England. The Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are all concerned. The Ministry of Education will lend its support to the dairy industry in England. The Ministry of Agriculture will lend its support to the dairy industry in England.
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Japaneese Flower Expert Reveals Arranging Secrets

Japanese Flower Expert Reveals Arranging Secrets

By Howard Mathis

You don't need tall skinny vases or large clusters of flowers in low bowls to create a beautiful Japanese flower arrangement. But if you want to make a top-quality Japanese flower arrangement, you need to learn some secret techniques from a master of the art.

Arranging Japanese flowers is all about creating beauty in small spaces. It's not just about putting flowers in a vase. It's about creating a harmonious composition that captures the essence of the natural world.

To achieve this, Japanese flower arrangers use a variety of techniques, including cutting flowers at just the right moment, selecting flowers that complement each other, and arranging them in a way that enhances their natural beauty.

One key technique is to create a sense of movement and flow in the arrangement. This is done by using flowers of different sizes and shapes, and by arranging them in a way that creates a sense of depth and perspective.

Another important technique is to use a focal point, such as a single large flower, to draw the eye and create a focal point in the arrangement.

In Japanese flower arranging, the number of flowers used is also important. Two or three flowers are used, and the arrangement is kept simple and elegant.

One of the most important rules is that the flowers should not dominate the arrangement. Instead, they should complement the container and the overall design.

To achieve this, Japanese flower arrangers use a variety of containers, including simple bowls, vases, and even rocks.

The result is a beautiful arrangement that captures the essence of nature and brings a sense of serenity and beauty to any space.

Takeuchi, who started studying Japanese flower arranging at the age of 13, says that the art is all about creating beauty in small spaces. And with the right techniques and a little creativity, anyone can create stunning Japanese flower arrangements.
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**TOWER CAFE**

- Dinner
- Steaks
- Lunch
- Refreshments

*At the Foot of Higuera*

The TOWER CAFE, co-managed by a Cal Poly graduate, specializes in only the finest of meals and prepares them with the art of the best chef in San Luis Obispo.

White Ladson, Mgr. — Dutch Tonhaoff, Chef

---

**poly's home away from home**

Mak Sure That You Eat!

**Blackie's**

foothill and old morro road

---

**PEO-PEO OF LAMB**

Proud of the outstanding record they have made with their lambs at the Cow Palace and other leading West Coast shows, California State Polytechnic College alumni and other exhibitors were distressed when one of their most promising lambs explained a broken leg during a handling accident. Following up on this, they rejoiced at their good fortune. Latest bulletin says the lamb, shown here with Animal Husbandry major Sheridan Bissman of Goshen, Calif., is on the road to recovery and the Cow Palace after all.

---

**TOWER CAFE**

**SPECIAL**

Poly Rates On MEAL TICKETS

---

**peg-leg of lamb**

Toward the outstanding record they have made with their lambs at the Cow Palace and other leading West Coast shows, California State Polytechnic College alumni and other exhibitors were distressed when one of their most promising lambs explained a broken leg during a handling accident. Following up on this, they rejoiced at their good fortune. Latest bulletin says the lamb, shown here with Animal Husbandry major Sheridan Bissman of Goshen, Calif., is on the road to recovery and the Cow Palace after all.

---

**EL MUSTANG**
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**hotel No. 2**

Near Opening

"Mustang House, the former Blackie's hotel on lower Higuera St., and in operation this past year as a house for engineering majors only, will be joined this fall by the second student house when the former Andrews hotel, opposite the County Court House, opens as a house for all majors," says Eve Stewart, hotel manager.

Now one of an extensive modernization and conversion program costing in the neighborhood of $60,000, the house will accommodate 150 single male students.

"TV, ping-pong, pool tables, and spacious study rooms combined with home-style cooking and pleasant atmosphere will also be found in Mustang House," adds Stewart.

Nancy Davis, previously house-mother at Mustang House, will be the hotel manager at Higuera House and welcomes students from all majors, says Eve Stewart.

Dick Leach says his hens track those eggs far fewer eggs through sudden, startled droppings. And in the hushed library, lifted eyebrows and raked waves have disappeared almost entirely.

---

**Ag Journalists Fill Summer Field Jobs**

Following a program started in its fourth year, Cal Poly's Agricultural Journalism majors are serving fairs the length of the state this summer. It is part of the department's "field test schedule" followed throughout the year, one or more majors being sent to various fairs, expositions, agricultural conferences and conventions to help out with publicity and promotion.

---

**Soft-singing Telephones**

Please Tortured East!

It may sound like a French bell, but the new telephones installed throughout the campus this week are the Poly student's first real bell system.

Not only do the new phones nestle nicely on desks and tables and have a "delicious" tone of bell that means the beel to ring, but each has a gismo on its under side that can be adjusted to determine the volume with which you wish the bell to ring.

---

**Special Courtesy to Poly Students**

We Cash Your Checks

1810 Merr Street

---

**BARR'S...**

The Place You Find The Town

- BREAKFAST - DINNER - SUPPER
- STEAKS' and CHOPS
- "OUR MALTS & SHAKE ARE MADE OF PURE ICE CREAM"

Located Just Across The Highway At

Highway 1

And Foothill